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Abstract7

This paper presents an methodology for attaining high availability to the demands of the web8

clients. In order to improve in response time of web services during peak hours dynamic9

allocation of host nodes will be used in this research work. As web users are very demanding:10

they expect web services to be quickly accessible from the world 24*7.Fast response time leads11

to high availability of web services, while slow response time degrades the performance of web12

services. With the increasing trend of internet, it becomes a part of life. People use internet to13

help in their studies, business, shopping and many more things. To achieve this objective14

LAMP platform is used which are Linux, Apache, My SQL, and PHP. LAMP is used to15

increase the quality of product by using open source software.The proposed strategy will work16

as middle layer and provide highly availability to the web clients.17

18

Index terms— Failover, dynamic allocation, host service provider, High availability, LAMP, Web Services.19

1 Introduction20

he Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) have captured the world’s imagination. Internet is represented in21
network as a cloud. Cloud computing is where application and files are hosted on a cloud consisting of thousand22
of computers and servers, all linked together and accessible via internet. Any web service or application offered23
via cloud computing is called a cloud service. With this simple but powerful interface, a user can download a file24
after accessing any web service from another computer with only a click of the mouse. Moreover, advances in25
technology continue to extend the functionality of the Internet. As Web services becomes increasingly popular,26
network congestion and server overloading have becoming significant problems. So efforts are being made to27
address these problems and improve web performance.28

In this paper for providing high availability to the requests of web clients a new environment is developed. In29
order to improve in response time of web services during peak hour’s dynamic distribution of host nodes will be30
used in this research work. As expectations of web users are at crest: they expect web services to be quickly31
accessible from the world 24*7 Fast response time leads to high availability of web services, while slow response32
time degrades the performance of web services. With the mounting tendency of internet, it becomes a part of33
life. People use internet to help in their studies, industry, Shopping and many more things.34

To attain this objective LAMP Technology is used in which are Linux is an operating system, Apache web35
server, My SQL database, and PHP scripting language. LAMP is used to increase the quality of product by36
using open source software.37

2 II.38

3 Research motivation39

In existing Dynasoar do not provide the solution if request from the single client occur more than a time for the40
same web service. Moreover, it will not provide any solution to HSP failure. So after see the causes and benefits41
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of Dynasoar environment, try to implement it practically as Dynasoar is a theoretical concept, here trying to42
implement it.43

4 III.44

5 Scope of this research45

The scope of the research is defined by the following: 1. This research work deals with load distribution and high46
availability for web services. 2. This research does not deal with management and security issue of web services.47
3. Since it is not feasible to run the proposed strategy on large web hosting, small web sites are developed which48
will simulate the proposed algorithm using LAMP. 4. Different type of tests will be implemented using LAMP49
to test various aspects of the web services. 5. Visualization of the experimental results and drawing appropriate50
performance analysis. 6. Appropriate conclusion will be made based upon performance analysis. 7. For future51
work suitable future directions will be drawn considering limitations of existing work.52

IV.53

6 Problem definition54

In this research paper a new approach is considered in which there is an active-active server. If a client accesses55
the same web service several times then it will consider as one and if one server fails, then client request redirected56
to another active server. Using active active server eliminated the problem of server enhancement and failover57
time. To achieve the objective some constraints have been setup, according to them, if access to the server58
goes down, another server has placed to accommodate that request. Preventing an interruption is the model of59
Active-Active high availability, which introduces multiple active, replicated, redundant components.60

V.61

7 Literature review62

Web services (WS) [1] [2] [3] are self-contained software modules available in a network, such as the internet, which63
completes tasks, solves problems, or conducts transactions on behalf of a user or application. It is trajectory of64
communicating between two electronic devices over the web. WS interact with the sources of the information,65
changing the state of systems and causing real world processes to occur. As a WS network grows, its existence66
and performance becomes crucial to the business’s core activities. So the management of WS is important for67
providing seamless access of the service to the user.68

Web server (WSer) [setting up a web server by simon Collins [5][6] [7] delivers web services to the clients. Web69
server is connected to the web and can be accessed to the users. It is possible that user can setup its own web70
server. Web server can be connected to internet or it can be a private Intranet. Both require similar software,71
only Intranet works in a private network and internet connected to public internet. As the traffic on web server72
increases, congestion will increased which may results in low response time. So to reduce these problems concept73
of redirection is used.74

Redirection (RD) ??8][9] is the process of selecting the best server that can serve user request. Web server can75
redirect the browser to go elsewhere to proceed the user request. Redirection happens at client side. A client is76
redirected only after its request has reached the home server. When user request arrives, if there is congestion,77
the server can redirect the client to the other web page where same request to be processed.78

Redirection of a client towards a given replica of a Web service is performed after the client’s request has79
reached the Web server storing the requested service. To improve the overall systems throughout, redirection80
takes place. This one of the most common use is to route traffic while migrating a web page from one server to81
another.82

Proxy Server (PS) ??10][11][12]function is to forward traffic between clients and server. Here Mysar Squid83
Proxy server is used. Squid is an intermediary between clients and server. As Squid is a open source software.84
Mysar squid is a monitoring tool that constantly monitors the request of web client, and creates the database85
where clearly showing for which web service client made a request. PS could help provide adequate access and86
response time to large numbers of users requesting previously accessed page.87

High availability (HA) [13], [14] also known as failover. The key to HA be redundancy is the most common88
approach to increase availability. If the primary fails, one of the back-ups is promoted into that role. HA89
ensures automated recovery in case of failure with two different approach 1+1 and 1:1. Over the time, the file90
management systems and registered data became complex, and database management systems were increasingly91
used to store metadata.92

It is often said that this generation of web services got it start from LAMP. LAMP is a stack of simple web93
technologies, powerful web technologies that power a lot of popular. LAMP is a popular open source solution94
used to run servers in which PHP is configured to run on Apache web server, using the MySQL database on95
Linux operating system. It is popular because of its open source nature, low cost, and its packages are easy to96
install and convenient to use [15] [16] [17] [18].97

Availability [19], [20], [21] is a reoccurring and a growing concern in software intensive systems. Cloud98
systems services can be turned off-line due to conservation, power outages or possible denial of service invasions.99
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Fundamentally, its role is to determine the time that the system is up and running correctly; the length of time100
between failures and the length of time needed to resume operation after a failure. Availability needs to be101
analysed through the use of presence information, forecasting usage patterns and dynamic resource scaling.102

Dynamic web service deployment functionality has been explored and developed in many different contexts,103
including J2EE [22], [23] and Web Services [24]. Rauch et al. [25] implemented partition cloning and partition104
repositories as well as a set of OS-independent tools for software maintenance using entire partitions, thus105
providing a clean abstraction of operating system configuration states. However, this approach is not suitable for106
service-oriented architectures. Moreover, the deployment of an entire OS image is expensive, and the deployment107
itself will seriously impact system availability. Chase et al. explore related ideas in their Cluster on Demand108
project [26].109

Keahey et al. [27], [28] use virtual machine technology (e.g., Xen, VMware) to build virtual working110
environments and to provide for the dynamic management of the Grid job life cycle. Their use of virtual111
machines rather than JVMs to host user computations leads to somewhat different solutions from our service-112
oriented approach.113

ROST [29], deployed in the CROWN Grid, focuses on dynamic and remote deployment for WSRF core with114
secure access. The developers evaluated remote deployment in the load balancing of local( D D D D ) B 2012115

Year clusters. However, they did not discuss in detail the capability and availability of deployment. Weissman116
et al. present an architecture and implementation for a dynamic Grid service architecture based on Tomcat that117
extends GT3 to support dynamic service hosting (hosting and rehosting a service within the Grid in response to118
service demand and resource fluctuation) [30], [31].119

Their implementation allows new services to be added or replaced without taking down a site for reconfiguration120
and allows a VO to respond effectively to dynamic resource availability and demand. But the implementation121
is based completely on Tomcat’s container-level deployment capability, which suffers from poor performance.122
These and a few other projects [32], [33] are the main dynamic deployment efforts for Grid applications. Some of123
them clearly are not intended for a WSRF-enabled service-oriented architecture. Moreover, although some have124
implemented serviceoriented dynamic deployment, they do not address in detail the cost, namely, the capability125
brought from dynamic deployment itself and the availability in dynamic Grid environments.126

8 VI.127

9 Experimental set-up128

In order to implement the fail-over strategy a suitable experimental set-up has been made as shown in Fig. ??.129
Fig. ?? take following steps to execute the jobs of the clients: The client request are monitored in such a way130
that each request can transparently monitor. For this process, the proxy server (Mysar) is implemented. The131
Network setup is as shown in Fig. ??.132

Fig. ?? : Experimental set-up In Fig. ?? following steps are performed:133
Step1: Initially clients submit their jobs to access some web services; it goes through some processes.134
Step2: Requests goes to WSP, and then it will pass the given requests to the HSP.135
Step3: HSP then fulfill the requests and give response to client according to desired requirement.136
Step4: Multiple servers (HSP) are there in HSP end to provide services to their clients.137
Step5: Policies are implemented in such a manner that the client’s requests automatically redirected to other138

web servers. If number of requests range is reached to its peak, then it will be assumed that given server is busy139
or facing some sort of problem for responding client’s requests.140

Step6: Client’s request is fulfilled with high availability with low response time.141
PS: Server used for monitoring the service that user request. Clients in the network connected to the PS, after142

client request for web service, database is created into PS after monitoring. Then after passing through PS it143
goes to WSP.144

10 VII.145

11 Simulation results146

a) Ideal server Fig. 2 is showing that when the web server was kept Ideal i.e. no request received from the client.147
This is the rare condition when server was kept ideal or can be possible during off-peak hours. All the request148
will be process on time-sharing basis and beyond this point the server load will increase which intern reduce the149
performance of the server. So to overcome this redirection of Web server is mandatory. d) Beyond Threshold150
Fig. ?? demonstrating that when 6th request received at server at same instant. The 6th request will be monitor151
by Wire shark as mentioned below. e) Beyond threshold In Fig. 7 client request for amrit.sukralamata.com so152
counter increase by 1 by received the request from Sukh.fossfoundation.com as given in Fig. ??.153

After that if client request for amrit sub-domain page will redirect to such sub-domain. And both count154
increase by155
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12 Performance analysis156

In order to do performance analysis, two comparisons table has been made in this research work. This section first157
give the performance comparison of developed simulator with existing methods (in which no dynamic deployment158
of host nodes is implemented) and later on comparison of different approaches is made using different performance159
metrics. II that proposed method gives better results than existing methods. As in existing method it not possible160
to achieve dynamic allocation of host nodes, and without log files may cause the problem of random allocation161
of nodes to the requests, which may increase response time. Fig. 8 is showing the graph of average response162
time using different intervals, which are shown in Table II. Fig. 8 shows the difference between existing methods163
graphically and it is clearly shown that the proposed method gives better results than existing methods. III. Fig.164
?? shows the difference between existing methods graphically and it is clearly shown that the showing the graph165
of average response time on server 1, which is shown in Table IV. Fig. ??0 has demonstrate that as number of hits166
increased by some constant, average response time will increased rapidly (quite more than the increase in number167
of hits). Therefore proposed technique will prevent it by doing load balancing among available host nodes thus168
make average response time optimal as shown in Table V V. Fig. 12 has demonstrate that as number of requests169
increased by some constant, utilization is also increased by some multiple constant but after the threshold (the170
capacity of server) it will increases rapidly. Year Fig. 13 is showing the server utilization, which is shown in171
Table VI. Fig. 13 has demonstrate that as number of requests.172

Table VII : Server Utilization (In %) Among Two Servers Fig. 13 : Server Utilization (in %) among two servers173
increased by some constant, utilization is also increased by some multiple constant but after the threshold (the174
capacity of server) proposed strategy will do balance the load among other active servers.175

13 IX.176

14 Conclusion and future directions177

This paper proposes a smart strategy for web services using dynamic allocation techniques. Using LAMP, a178
new environment has been developed that implement the proposed method. Performance comparison of existing179
methods has been made with the proposed method. It has been concluded with the help of performance metric’s180
comparison that the proposed failover strategy gives good results than existing methods.181

In this paper homogeneous host nodes has been considered for simulation environment, in future work182
heterogeneous nodes will be used for better results.183

15 X.184

16 Contributions185

This section will describe contributions of this research work to science and practice.186
A literature review has been conducted on the approached of high availability in web services. The results of187

this literature research show that web services are in its infancy, because the structured search revealed minimal188
peer-reviewed information on these topics. Regardless, this research has refined three concepts from the literature189
and transformed them into dimensions that are usable in the context of web services. The most contributing190
dimension is based on concept from the research area of fail-over strategies.191

Another contribution of this research is related to the LAMP. This research uses LAMP in order to provide192
high availability to the demands of the clients. With the identification of congestion in web services, this research193
shows which problems can occur when congestion occur. This type of research has not been conducted before194
and it is important for entities that wish to know what the high availability limitations of web services.195
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Figure 1: Fig. 2 :
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Figure 2: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 3: Fig. 7 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 8 :
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Figure 6: Fig. 11 :
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Figure 8: Fig. 12 :
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Figure 9: Table III :
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Figure 10: Table II :
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Figure 12: Table

VI

Figure 13: Table VI :

2012 Number of hits Server 1
1 4
2 68
3 128

6 4 130
Volume XII Issue XI
Version I

... 9 ... 1645 Number of re-
quests
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(%)

D D D D ) B 1 2 6 12
(

3 18
4 22
... ...
8 92
9 95

Number of hits Server 1 Server 2 Server 3
1 4 - -
2 68 - -
... ... ... ...
6 144 - -
7 - 16 -
8 - 42 -
... ... ... ...
13 - - 42
14 - - 78
... ... ... ...
18 - - 140
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